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The greatest show on earth by T. D. Allman

THE HORSE in Guernica still
reared up in terror, but no
Nazi bombs wen; falling this
time. Instead it seemed that

the stare of a well-groomed young
matron was what provoked alarm in
the animal's eye.

"Isn't it lovely?" she remarked to
her companion, a nattily dressed man
in his thirties who, like almost ten
thousand other people that day, had
come to the Museum of Modern Art,
or MOMA as it is often called, to visit
the most stupendous assemblage of the
works of Pablo Picasso ever gathered
under one roof. "Isn't the horse
pretty?" she repeated, but he could
not hear. In his right hand he held a
rented portable tape recorder, from
which a wire ascended across the chest
and along the side of his face, where
it disappeared into his left ear. At
some inaudible command from the de-
vice, the man swiveled right and
marched into the next gallery. The
woman followed; the horse stayed
where it was.

The tape recorder played a cassette
lauding the inexhaustible genius of
Picasso's art, and the two spectators
had miles to go-a total of three and
a half miles of corridors and galleries,
to be exact, crammed with paintings,
prints, and sculptures-before the cas-
sette ran out. And to savor fully New
York's most coveted aesthetic experi-
ence it was important to keep moving,
fast, to keep up with the machine. Cul-
tural catastrophe could strike if one's
eyes, ears, and legs deviated for even
an instant from synchronization with
the cassette, which, like some transis-
torized oracle of official taste and oblig-
atory art, told the visitor what to see,

how to react, what to feel.
"Oh, this can't possibly be the Blue

Period!" another visitor exclaimed in
alarm to her companion, as she stood
before Picasso's wonderfully garish
Girl Before a Mirror. "This thing isn't
brooding and monochromatical at all."
She had been playing, it turned out,

. the wrong end of the tape for more
than an hour, and now she had to
start all over again. Fiddling with the
rewind mechanism, heedless of the
canvases that covered every wall, she
strode back past Guernica, past cub-
ism, past the Rose Period and the
Blue Period, all the way back to the
beginning of the exhibit.

In the course of my loitering for an
hour in front of Picasso's tortured
epiphany of the Spanish Civil War,
and watching hundreds of people, all
affluent of garb, bland of expression,
and resolute in appearance, mill past
the immense canvas without giving it
a second glance, the artistic sensibili-
ties of the woman who had liked the
horse magnified themselves in my es-
teem. She, at least, had bothered to
look at the painting and had. reacted
to it in a personal way. When she
thought of Picasso in the future, she
might remember the pretty horse.

The German bombing of the Span-
ish city of Guernica was the dress reo
hearsal for the London blitz, the fire
bombing of Dresden, for Hiroshima
and Vietnam. It was in the attempt to
ensure that the world never forget this
horror that Picasso created the work,
which, the modernist cultural ~stablish-
ment informs us, is one of the great·
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est masterpieces of twentieth-century
art. But though I had revered the paint-
ing for years, after seeing it fail to
move so many people I was not so
sure anymore.

IFAN artist's greatness lies in di-
versity of styles and volume of
production, and above all in the
monetary value society places on

his work, then Picasso was undoubt-
edly the greatest artist of the twen-
tieth century, perhaps the most "suc-
cessful" painter since Rubens. But if
an artist's genius lies in the ability to
communicate human passion or even
intellectual abstraction to the viewer,
then MaMA's gargantuan tribute to
Picasso's genius achieved an effect its
organizers no doubt did not intend.
The show presented a vision of the
artist not as a passionate seer of the
world's intertwined beauties and hor-
rors, but as a compulsive producer of
high-priced commodities.

The show was also a depressing
manifestation of the Museum of Mod-
ern Art's own' aesthetic standards.
Even Picasso's undeniable masterpieces
seemed cheapened by MaMA's ap·
proach, which was not art for art's
sake but quantity for the sake of quan-
tity. A million people may have died
in the Spanish Civil War, but nearly
a million and a half people-the mu-
seum's press releases breathlessly in-
form us-e-trooped past Guernica dur-
ing the nineteen weeks of the exhibit.
Picasso attracted the same immense

.public that King Tut had attracted at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. He
was a bigger draw than Broadway,
free opera in Central Park, rock con-
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certs 'at Madison Square Garden-
even baseball at Shea Stadium. And
if quantity and revenue were what
made Picasso the greatest painter of
this century, then by implication
MOMA must be the greatest museum
of all time.

The higher the ticket sales, MOMA's
logic seemed to run, the deeper the
aesthetic experience. Indeed the simi-
larity in the promotion of the Tut and
Picasso shows to that of a successful
discotheque, the way the museum di-
rectors pandered to the demands of
the New York fashion of going out
for the sake of getting in, was obvious,
and disturbing.

For months, it seemed, Picasso
might have retained the same PR firm,
befriended the same columnists, and
run in the same crowd as Bianca Jag-
ger, and the apotheosis of art exhibi-
tion into celebrity event succeeded be-
yond belief. People begged for tickets
to the Picasso exhibit the way they
once pleaded for admission to Studio
54, and by the last days of the show
Steve Rubell might have been working
MOMA's gate. People jumped over
barriers to get in. They paid scalpers
$30, $50, $70 for bootleg tickets. Just
as the Tutankhamen exhibit was no ar-
chaeological event, but-like getting on
the same dance floor with Liza Minelli
-a chance to bask in the reflection of
all that gold, so the Picasso show was
less a landmark in modern art than a
milestone in the manipulation of mass
psychology.

THE MOST fascinating exhibit
at the show was MOMA's ex-

, hibition of its own willingness
to exploit the New York "cul-

tural" life of numbing, pointless ex-
cess. Is it not haunting to stand before
one of those sad harlequins of the Blue
Period? Then let us j am together twen-
ty or thirty of Picasso's early paintings
all in one room. Surely cubism was a
momentous development in the emer-
gence of abstract art. Let us reveal that
importance by crowding a whole or-
chestra of fractured guitars together in
one place. Picasso was not just a paint-
er but an innovator in prints, sculp-
ture, and ceramics. What better way
to demonstrate that than to crowd walls
with prints by the hundreds, to jam
glass cases with ceramics as though
they were souvenir ashtrays from At-
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lantic City, or little figurines by Hum-
mel or Boehm?

The art on display may have been
"modern," but the spirit of exhibition
was worthy of King, Tut: funereal,
though it was the whole spirit of mod-
ern iconoclasm that MO.\>IA had mum-
mified, not some ancient Egyptian
king. The museum was like a Victorian
parlor compulsively filled with brio-a-
brae. Even more was it reminiscent of
those gold cameos and little silver
plaques sold on the installment plan by
the Franklin Mint. Obsession with
quantities of money was masquerading

, itself as cultivated refinement.
Here, no less than in the establish-

ment Paris salons that once had
scorned Picasso himself, it was the
function of art to uphold convention, to
nourish the pocketbook, to be recon-
dite enough to satisfy the craving
for elitist exclusivity yet to raise no
disturbing questions at alI. "I must
read more when I get home," one vis-
itor observed as he strode past Les
Demoiselles d'A vignon. "They just
don't look pretty to me." That Picasso
had intended the African-masked fig-
ures in the painting to be ugly was as
unthinkable in MOMA's cluttered, nou-
veau riche salons as it was unimagin-
able to the throngs dutifully marching
past Guernica that Picasso's concern
might not have been the nobility of
the horse but the bestiality of man.

How might Picasso himself have re-
acted to this cultural equivalent of a
tape-recorded tour of Fort Knox and
its gold bars? Most probably he would
have demanded a cut of the take, while
sneering all the way to the bank at the
pharisees of artistic quantification who
have turned th~ traffic in his work into
a kind of genteel New York version
of the Chicago frozen-pork-bellies ex-
change. The mindless jamming togeth-
er of so many objects in one building
was revealing chiefly of MOMA's stan-
dards, but the sheer gratuitousness of
the litter also provided a useful re-
minder about Picasso himself.

"Genius" is unquantifiable, but Pi-
casso, the exhibit inadvertently made
clear, was undeniably the paradigmat-
ic artist of the twentieth century. He
was as compulsively inventive as any
designer of Detroit automobile grilles.
He ran through women and children
and friends on canvas the way he ran
through them in life. Like the Penta-
gon or Procter & Gamble, he trans-

formed technological innovation for
its own sake into mass production for
its own sake.

Like many of those who fought their
way into the exhibit, Picasso also was
compulsively "youthful" -as opposed
to young--especially as he grew older.
His earliest paintings, notably those of
the Blue and Rose periods, seem to
have been painted by a wise and rath-
er old man. But by the time he was
eighty, Picasso had the verve of an
adolescent. Even in his nineties he was
youthful in that particular sense of
youth that makes it so different from
both childhood and old age-s-that kind
of youth that assumes a world in which
I, I, I am the center of a universe that
I shall remake in my image, where
.everything will mirror me.

No modern painter ~f Picasso's sta-
ture produced a greater variety of ob-
jects. None, it was obvious at MOMA's
exhibit, was so uninterested in the
world, and so consumed with himself.
And perhaps that was why the show
attracted the crowds it did. Even when
they scarcely glanced at the paintings
the tape recorder was showing them,
the visitors seemed in odd sympathy
with the spirit of Picasso and the spiro
it of the MOMA exhibit itself. Even
into their forties and fifties they were
well-exercised of muscle, lineless of
face-and dressed up like a million
bucks. In the end the Picasso exhibit
revealed a consonance among artist,
organizers, and viewers that was strik-
ingly "modern." What was on display
was nothing less than that strand of
artistic, institutional, and personal
self-absorption that ruris through both
the gaudiest fulfillments and the dark-
est alienations of our time.

THE MUSEUM of Modern Art,
for its part, probably could
have given even Pablo Picasso
tuition in megalomania. As

befits a cultural institution that equates
volume of inanimate objects with qual-
ity of aesthetic experience, that is
more concerned with setting attend-
ance records than correcting any of
the pathologies that currently infest
establishment art, and that markets
itself, no less than Picasso, as a kind
of celebrity, MOMA-now that the ex-
hibit is finished-is forging ahead with
its own plans to remake the world, or
at least its block on East Fifty-third



Street, over into a monument to itself.
On the museum's tax-exempt proper·
.ties a skyscraper of culture will soon
arise, towering over the neighborhood
brownstones the way Picasso's own
price tags have come to tower over
the traffic in modern art.

In this massive new pyramid of of-
ficial taste, the world's highest prop·
erty values and the world's costliest
paintings will at last converge. Like
the Picasso exhibit itself, MOMA's
new headquarters-worthy of an in-
ternational bank or a multinational
conglomerate-will be celebrated as a
triumph of art, though like the exhibit
the building in fact will commemorate
something else. The revolt Picasso led
in the first quarter of the twentieth
century against the artist and the mu-
seum being. the butler and chamber-
maid, respectively, of preciosity and
privilege is ending as most revolutions
do-with a new autocracy installed in
a new palace, with a new set of preen·
ing courtiers at. its feet. As MOMA's
official literature on the Picasso exhib-
it pointed out, "the exhibition has been
made possible by a generous grant
from IBM."

In the old hierarchy of official taste
that Picasso helped to overthrow, the
courtesans of belle epoque refinement
carried gold-tipped canes, and squinted
superciliously through monocles at
curlicued gilt frames. Today museums
legitimate the taste of giant corpora-
tions t,he way the ancien regime in art
once followed the official memoranda
handed down by the Ministry of Cul-
ture. Meanwhile, an unquestioning
public carries tape recorders and par·
takes of the aesthetic fulfillment of the
earplug, and Picasso Tvshirts take the
place of spats and the bustle.

As I left the exhibit, a sidewalk
vendor was doing a brisk business .in
articles of clothing bearing Picasso's
signature. One ypung couple had
Cucci on their feet and Pierre Cardin
buckled around their waists. They
could not wait to stretch high culture
across their chests. Right there they
pulled on their Picasso T·shirts, and
then strode along Park Avenue to He-
gine's, where they meekly fell into an-
other line of self-assertively dressed
people passively waiting to get in.

A million and a half people do not
crowd into a museum unless such an
exhibit fulfills some elemental need.
No less than the exclusive discotheque,

the fashionable museum has become
the place where masses of human be-
ings can safely indulge their egos while
never questioning the rules, imagine
they are being recklessly avant-garde
while instructing themselves in official
taste-where they' can almost touch
unimaginable lucre no matter how
much their credit-card payments are
overdue. But one cannot escape into
a world of strobe lights and mega-
bucks merely by standing in line.

One must pay the fee, and while

MOMA's pyramid is not yet built, the
pharaohs of modern art are as jealous
of their copyrights as any autocrat
ever was of his concubines. The po·
lice were summoned to disperse the
street vendors and confiscate their T·
shirts; even Picasso's signature may
not be reproduced, the authorities ex-
plained, unless one has paid for a li-
cense. There is profit everywhere in
art these days it seems, except for
the soul. 0
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By Benjamin M. Anderson

"In the direct handling of economic
life, governments are usually clumsy
and ineffective. In economic life their
main business should be that of a traffic
cop, not that of a driver, and above all
not that of a back-seat driver, " says the
author of this insightful history. The
wisdom of his viewpoint is confirmed
by Dr. Anderson's careful account of
American financial and economic events
beginning before World War I and
ending with the Bretton Woods
Conference after World War II.
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economist for the Chase Manhattan
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Chase Economic Bulletin.
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